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United Nations (2013)

Principle 1: Relevance, Impartiality, and Equal Access

Official statistics provide an indispensable element 
in the information system of a democratic society 

[…]. 

To this end, official statistics that meet the test of 
practical utility are to be compiled and made 
available 

[…] 

to honour citizens’ entitlement to public 
information.   



A typical task from a university statistics course

How would you react if the grade you received for an exam is much lower than 
you had expected? Research suggests that most students think they can handle 
such situations better than their peers, but some students think their coping is 
worse than that of their peers. 

In this study, participants were asked to read a scenario of a negative event and 
indicate how this event would influence their well-being (-5: worsen much, +5: 
improve much). Next, they were asked to imagine this same event from the 
perspective of a peer. The difference between both judgements was noted. 

Suppose that for the sample of n = 25 students the mean difference score was 
MD = 1.28 points (own judgement minus judgement peer) with standard deviation 
SD = 1.50. Based on these data, can you conclude that there is a significant 
difference between the own judgements and judgements of peers? Use a test 
with α = .05.



Question 1

How can computers be used to give useful automated

feedback in multi-step hypothesis-testing tasks?

 

VanLehn, 2011



Multi-step hypothesis testing task



Multi-step task with step selection



Feedback design – example 1

Experimental condition

Control condition



Domain reasoner – rules and constraints
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Heeren & Jeuring, 2014



Feedback design – example 2

Experimental condition

Control condition



Domain reasoner for second example
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The experiment

• University statistics course for social sciences

• Homework in online learning environment



Feedback matters …

Experimental: 163 students
Control: 151 students



… and steps matter as well



Question 1

How can computers be used to give useful automated

feedback in multi-step hypothesis-testing tasks?

Use a domain reasoner to provide feedback on the logical

reasoning and coherence of solutions

Demo video: https://youtu.be/toXFJhFJI5w

https://youtu.be/toXFJhFJI5w


Statistical proficiency

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/1171097100/choosing-appropriate-statistics-test-flow-chart Castro Sotos et al., 2007



Question 2

How can computers be used to provide intelligent 

feedback about statistical proficiency?

 



Exam preparation…



Percentile

Representations

Variables



Bull & Kay, 2010

Inspectable student model



Dependent/
independent

Percentile

Representations

Continuous/
discrete

Variables



Question 3

Do the student models that we have designed make sense?

 



Student data

Student KC Attempt

Student a Percentile

Student a Percentile

Student a Percentile

Student b Percentile

Student a Variables

Student a Variables

Student a Variables

Student b Variables

Student b Variables

Student b Variables

Student a Representations

… … …

Student Task Attempt

Student a 07a1

Student a 07a1

Student a 07a2

Student a 07b

Student a 07b

Student a 07c

Student a 07d

Student b 07a1

Student b 07a2

Student b 07a2

Student b 07b

… … …

“Knowledge Component”



Learning curve analysis

• 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛′𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑛′𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝐾𝐶

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛′𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝐾𝐶

• Fitting function: 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐵 ∙ 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑁𝑜−𝛼

Martin, Mitrovic, Koedinger, & Mathan, 2011



Our learning curve analysis

• Five homework sets

• 160 students

• 71 KCs

• 34 KCs: decreasing learning curve

• 15 KCs: not enough information

• 22 KCs: increasing learning curve

Tacoma, Sosnovsky, Boon, Jeuring, & Drijvers, 2018



Example 1



Some tasks about the mean

Task 9
Given are the following scores:
8 7 8 8 4 9 10 7 8 8 9 8

c. What is the mean of this distribution?

Task 11
Which measures of center are 
appropriate for the following situations?

a. The number of bedrooms that houses
in a specific street have.

Mean Median Mode

Task 14a
Calculate the standard deviation of the following
sample of  n = 5 scores: 0  6  7  8  14

Standard deviation:   



Multiple perspectives and concepts



Example 2

Knowledge component: Significance level



Some tasks about the significance level

Shown in the Digital Mathematics Environment (DME)

www.dwo.nl/leerling

http://www.dwo.nl/leerling


Easy first tasks

Knowledge component: Significance level



Example 3



Example task

Task 1
Context about learning ability of under achievers and
corresponding data.

d. Does the mean learning ability score of the 25 under
achievers differ significantly from 5?

since the value lies the
rejection region.



All tasks too easy



Question 3

Do the student models that we have designed make sense?

Yes, after redesign of student models and tasks



Question 2

How can computers be used to provide intelligent 

feedback about statistical proficiency?

By providing inspectable student models



Formative assessment cycle

Source: https://slideplayer.com/slide/5907347/



Question 4

Do students benefit from the availability of the domain reasoner

and inspectable student models?

 



Students’ use of inspectable student models

Number of students: 599

Tacoma, Geurts, Slof, Jeuring, & Drijvers (2020)



Combining inner and outer loop feedback

Number of students: 521



Tacoma, Drijvers, & Jeuring (submitted)

Combining inner and outer loop feedback

Results varied widely between students

Inner loop feedback              : Students with prior experience benefited



Question 4

Do students benefit from the availability of the domain reasoner

and inspectable student models?

- Students use the feedback

- Feedback effects vary widely

- Weaker students benefit from student models

- Prior experience helps for domain reasoner



Question 2, second try

How can computers be used to provide intelligent feedback 

about statistical proficiency?

- Domain reasoner feedback and inspectable student 

models

- Give students time to find out what is useful

- Use student data to improve feedback



What’s next?

- Inner loop feedback           : domain reasoner and steps ready to use

- Outer loop feedback            :

- Implementation in Numworx for secondary education
- Future: offer student model analyses in software

- Sietske       : 

- If all goes well: defense on June 24, 14:30h
- HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht

-Data Driven Business
-Human Resources Management



Thank you


